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made in Italymade in Italy

Via Boccaccio, 2
420240 Castelnovo di Sotto - ITALY

Tel. 0039(0)522682184 -  Fax  0039(0)522688095

www.pinterest.com/rossellisnc

www.twitter.com/Rossellisnc

www.facebook.com/rosselli.snc

www.youtube.com/user/RosselliSNC

www.rossellisnc.com
info@rossellisnc.com
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OptionalOptional

    Pneumatic Pneumatic 
     wheels     wheels

OptionalOptional

Wheel Wheel 
     axle     axle

OptionalOptional

Widia Widia 
    blade    blade

 Model
Blade 

diameter
Dimensions
Maximum

Cutting 
depth

Working Table Supply Weight

                 

(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

S-M650 Ø 450 1060x890x1250 160
Sliding 

Protection
860x360

Electric motor
92

2,0 HP 1,5 Kw 220V

S-M655 Ø 450 1060x890x1250 160
Sliding 

Protection
860x360

Electric motor
93

3,0 HP 2,2 Kw 220V

The Rosselli circular saw bench with sliding bench un-

derwent some important changes and improvements 

over the years. This important evolution makes the 

Rosselli circular saw bench safer, more reliable and 

more robust. The S-M650 model is equipped with a 

2HP (1,5kW) engine; the S-M655 model is equipped 

with a 3HP (2,2kW) engine. Trapezoidal belts cha-

racterized by high performance and durability permit 

the movement transmission from the driveshaft to 

the shaft. This system allows to take up all possible 

recoils and stress on the driveshaft. The machine is 

equipped with sliding protection and a sliding wor-

ktop (860x360mm) moves on high quality bearings. 

These bearings are strong enough to resist to strong pressure and continuous 

movements and they moves on another worktop. This circular saw bench is equipped with a Ø450 steel 

blade that allows to do 16 cm cuts because it is possible to use the whole blade surface.    This machine 

is completely built in Italy respecting European standards and it gives priority to security.

New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018

Minimum-tension reelMinimum-tension reel : in case of black out, it prevents 
the automatic restart of the machine; it must be activated 
using the special switch.
ThermalThermal : in case of engine overheating (due to an 

inadequate current or to excessive workload) it stops the 
machine working, avoiding damage to the engine.
Emergency brakeEmergency brake : the machine is equipped with a life 

saving device. As required by European rules, by pressing 
the emergency button, the blade stops within ten seconds.

Extension pour la tableExtension pour la table Drain for vacuum Drain for vacuum 
cleaner for wood chipscleaner for wood chips

Protection systemProtection system


